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Introduction 

The Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) hereby submits the Disadvantaged Business 
Enterprise (DBE) Triennial Goal and Methodology for Federal Fiscal Year (FFY) 2020 through 2022. 
 
MTC is the transportation planning, financing and coordinating agency for the nine-county San 
Francisco Bay Area.  As a recipient of FTA funding to subsidize capital and/or operating transit 
related activities, MTC is required to submit an overall goal for DBE participation over the 
upcoming three federal fiscal years. The overall DBE goal of 5% contained herein represents 
anticipated DBE participation in FTA-assisted activity for FFY 2020 to FFY 2022 to be achieved 
4% race (and gender)-neutrally and 1% race (and gender)-consciously. 

 

Background 
The Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) overall goal setting methodology is a requirement 
set forth in the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) DBE regulations, 49 Code of 
Federal Regulation (CFR) Part 26.45.  The DBE regulations require USDOT recipients to set an 
overall goal based on demonstrable evidence of the availability of ready, willing and able DBEs 
relative to all businesses ready, willing and able to participate on DOT- assisted contracts.  The 
goal must reflect MTC’s determination on the level of DBE participation expected absent the 
effects of discrimination.  These regulations define the components that are addressed and 
incorporated in MTC’s DBE Program and were the basis for the selection of compliance elements 
that were reviewed.  MTC’s DBE Program was submitted to the Federal Transit Administration 
(FTA) on June 2018, concur letter was received on July 2, 2018.  

 

FTA-Assisted Contracting for FFY 2020 – 2022 
MTC receives various levels of FTA formula funding directly from FTA and indirectly from California 
Department of Transportation (Caltrans) and other FTA transit grantees.  MTC has been the direct 
recipient of three FTA formula programs, and has subrecipients for each of those programs.  These 
programs include 5339 Bus & Bus Facilities and 5316 Job Access Reverse Commute (JARC).  
 
Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act was signed into law in December 2015.  The 
act supports transit funding, including the 5339 Bus & Bus Facilities program, through fiscal year 
2020 and reauthorized several FTA programs. Under the Fast Act, state and local government 
entities that operate fixed route bus service and that are eligible to receive direct grants under 
5307 (Urbanized Areas) and 5311 (Rural Areas) programs may be direct recipients of Section 5339 
funds, regardless of their designated recipient status.  The FAST Act also removed MTC as the 
direct recipient of 5339 funds and has significantly reduced the number of subrecipients under 
MTC’s oversight.  Therefore, these 5339 program funds are not reflected in MTC’s FFY 2020 – FFY 
2022 FTA-assisted contracting activity. 
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The Job Access and Reverse Commute (5316) program has expired; however, MTC has a few 
remaining 5316 subrecipients that have expendable funds available in federal fiscal year 2019.  
These funds are programmed to nonprofits and other agencies ineligible as direct recipients.  
MTC’s FFY 2020 and FFY 2022 FTA-assisted contracting activity does not include new 5316funding. 
 
MTC is a subrecipient of Urbanized Area (5307) and State of Good Repair (5337) funds from direct 
FTA grantees for the Clipper Project.  These 5307 and 5337 funds account for a large percentage 
of FTA-assisted projects during the FFY 2020 through FFY 2022 periods.  MTC has executed 
memoranda of understanding with area FTA grantees establishing procedures to ensure FTA 
contracting activity is captured appropriately in FTA DBE goals and Uniform Reports. 
 
The DBE regulations state that the overall goal should be expressed as a percentage of all FTA 
funds (excluding the purchase of transit vehicles) that MTC (and subrecipients under MTC’s 
oversight) will expend in FTA-assisted contracts over the next three federal fiscal years.  The dollar 
amounts in Table 1 reflect the full contract amount for each project, as opposed to only the FTA 
funded share, because the FTA funded percentages in MTC contracts are usually uncertain until 
project solicitation.   
 

Project FFY 20 FFY 21 FFY 22 FFY 20 - 22  

Clipper Card Order $4,000,000  $4,000,000  $3,000,000  $11,000,000  

Clipper Tech Advisor $800,000  $800,000  $800,000  $2,400,000  

Clipper Capital Project Support $200,000  $200,000  $200,000  $600,000  

Clipper System Enhancements  $600,000  $600,000  $600,000  $1,800,000  

Clipper Network Communication/Replace $3,000,000  $3,000,000  $0  $6,000,000  

System Integrator - Card Readers $47,790,000  $22,350,000  $62,000,000  $132,140,000  
Integration of Existing TVMs and Fare 
gates  $4,000,000  $0  $0  $4,000,000  

C2 Advisor $200,000  $200,000  $200,000  $600,000  

Customer Service Center Support  $1,000,000  $2,500,000  $2,000,000  $5,500,000  

C2 Technical Assistance $1,750,000  $1,360,000  $240,000  $3,350,000  

Regional On-Board Transit Survey $600,000  $600,000  $600,000.00 $1,800,000  

Subrecipient Activity         

Short Range Transit Plans $360,000  $560,000  $0.00 $920,000  

Regional Transit Asset Management $250,000  $0  $0.00 $250,000  

Lifeline Cycle 5 Pilot Project $440,000  $200,000  $0.00 $640,000  

Total $64,990,000  $36,370,000  $69,640,000  $171,000,000  

 
 
 

Goal Methodology 
DBE regulations require that MTC include with the overall goal submission a description of the 
methodology used to establish the goal, including the base figure and the evidence with which it 
was calculated, and the adjustments made to the base figure, if any, and evidence relied upon for 

Table 1 
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Table 2 

the adjustments. This section outlines the process utilized to establish the step-one base figure 
and consideration given to determine if a step-two adjustment of the base figure is necessary. 
 

Establishment of Local Market Area 
The US Department of Transportation (USDOT) Tips for Goal 
Setting recommends explaining how the local market area 
was determined.  The local market area is the area in which 
the substantial majority of the contractors and subcontractors 
with which MTC does business are located and the area in 
which MTC spends the substantial majority of its contracting 
dollars.  As previously mentioned, MTC is the coordinating 
agency in the nine-county San Francisco Bay area.  The local 
market area was determined to be the nine counties in the 
San Francisco Bay area based on MTC and its subrecipients’ 
contractor location and contract expenditures.  Figure A 
illustrates the nine counties in MTC’s local market area.  These 
counties include Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San 
Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano and Sonoma. 

 

Step One: Determination of a Base Figure 
MTC examined various sources identified in the US DOT Tips for Goal Setting to measure the 
relative availability data.  MTC determined that the DBE directory and US Census data were the 
most appropriate sources available to estimate the relative availability of DBEs and non-DBEs in 
the market area.  Weighting of project activity with the applicable North American Industry 
Classification System (NAICS) code is encouraged by the US DOT Tips for Goal Setting to ensure 
the step one base figure is as accurate as possible.  Table 2 presents contracting opportunities 
broken down by NAICS codes with the weighted amounts for the FFY 2020-22 projects. 

 
NAICS Code Category of Work Amount Category Weight 

334118 Computer Terminal and Equip. Mfg. $11,000,000  6.43% 

48599 Transit and Ground Passenger Transp. $1,810,000  1.06% 

522320 Financial Transactions Processing $1,800,000  1.05% 

541330 Engineering Services $6,600,000  3.86% 

541511 Custom Computer Programming Svcs $132,140,000  77.27% 

541611 Management Consulting Services $15,850,000  9.27% 

541910 Marketing Research $1,800,000  1.05% 

    $171,000,000  100.00% 

 
The base figure was calculated using the methods prescribed in the US DOT Tips for Goal Setting, 
with ready, willing and able DBEs as the numerator in each work category and all firms (DBEs and 
non-DBEs) as the denominator.  MTC examined the relationship on relative availability and size of 
projects during the triennial period. Through incorporation of weighting, MTC further refined the 
data based on relative availability for applicable projects.  After establishing weights, MTC 

Figure A 
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Table 3 
(DBEs) ÷ (All Firms) = Relative Availability 

determined the best sources for DBEs and census data were the California Unified Certification 
Program (CUCP) and US County Business Patterns, respectively.   

Table 3 shows the relative availability of DBEs by NAICS Code. 
 
 

NAICS 
Code Category of Work 

DBE 
Availability 

All Firms 
(including 

DBEs) 
Relative 

Availability 

334118 Computer Terminal and Equip. Mfg. 11 56 0.1964 

48599 Transit and Ground Passenger Transp. 8 311 0.0257 

522320 Financial Transactions Processing 4 146 0.0274 

541330 Engineering Services 486 2284 0.2128 

541511 Custom Computer Programming Svcs 286 5044 0.0567 

541611 Management Consulting Services 1000 2548 0.3925 

541910 Marketing Research 83 283 0.2933 

 
The step one weighted base figure is derived by multiplying the category weight by the 
relative availability as shown in the below equation.   

Base Figure = ∑ (𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅 𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁 )
(𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝐹𝐹𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷 𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅 𝐴𝐴𝑁𝑁𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁 )

 X weight X 100 

Table 4 
The Step One Weighted Base Figure    
NAICS Code Project Weight Availability Weighted Base Figure 

334118 Computer Terminal and Equip. Mfg. 0.06433 0.1964 0.01263 

48599 Transit and Ground Passenger Transp. 0.01058 0.02572 0.00027 

522320 Financial Transactions Processing 0.01053 0.02740 0.00029 

541330 Engineering Services 0.03860 0.21278 0.00821 

541511 Custom Computer Programming Svcs 0.77275 0.0567 0.04382 

541611 Management Consulting Services 0.09269 0.39246 0.03638 

541910 Marketing Research 0.01053 0.29329 0.00309 

   Total 0.10469 

   (*100) 10.4688 

   
Weighted 
Base Figure 10.47% 

 

 
Step Two: Adjusting the Base Figure 

Once the base figure is calculated, the DBE regulations require that MTC examine all the evidence 
available in its jurisdiction to determine what adjustment, if any, is needed to the base figure to 
arrive at the overall goal. If the evidence does not suggest an adjustment is necessary, then no 
adjustment shall be made.  Several factors must be considered in making a step two adjustment 
to the base figure.  MTC considered the following factors for a step two adjustment: 
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• Past participation (the volume of work DBEs have performed in recent years) or other 
measure of demonstrated capacity; and 

• Evidence from disparity studies conducted in the market area (including relevant studies 
commissioned by other contracting agencies in the market area); 

 
Past participation of DBEs on MTC projects from previous years may not have included all 
subrecipient activity as suggested by FTA’s guidance.  Therefore, MTC does not consider past 
participation as a relevant factor for a step two adjustment.  MTC will develop procedures to 
ensure that all future subrecipient activity is properly documented and reported. 
 
The USDOT Tips for Goal Setting suggests that consideration be given to disparity study data 
conducted in the market area.   A disparity study was commissioned by Caltrans1 to determine if 
any disparities existed in its FTA-assisted contracting activities.  The disparity study final report 
was issued on December 14, 2014 and is available to the public on Caltrans’ website.  Caltrans’ 
Department of Rail and Mass Transportation (DRMT) is conducting a disparity study that will 
provide information to help refine future implementations of the Federal DBE Program. The study 
is expected to be completed by June 2019, MTC will review the contents of the study and make 
adjustments as necessary. 

The 2014 study provided evidence for a step two adjustment based on an analysis of DBE 
participation on Caltrans’ FTA-assisted contracts.  The study analysis indicated Caltrans had 0.2 
percent DBE participation on FTA-assisted contracts.  The study further stated, “if Caltrans were 
to adjust its base figure on DBE participation information from the disparity study, it might 
consider taking the average of its base figure and the 0.2 percent DBE participation.” 

MTC reviewed the contents of the disparity study and considers the information to be relevant 
based on the similarity of MTC’s FTA-assisted contracting activities to those of Caltrans.  
Therefore, MTC determined that an adjustment to the base figure was warranted.  MTC averaged 
its step one base figure from Table 4 with the DBE participation from the disparity study analysis 
to determine the overall DBE goal for FFY 2020 – FFY 2022. 

Step One Base Figure DBE Participation Overall DBE Goal 
10.47% 0.2% 5% 

 

  

                                                           
1 Caltrans 2014 Disparity Study for FTA Contracts, Final Report December 5, 2014, conducted by BBC Research & 
Consulting.  
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Public Participation 

In establishing an overall goal, MTC must provide for consultation and publication. This 
includes: (1) consultation with minority, women's and general contractor groups, 
community organizations, and other officials or organizations that could be expected to 
have information concerning the availability of disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged 
businesses, the effects of discrimination on opportunities for DBEs, and MTC’s efforts to 
establish a level playing field for the participation of DBEs; and (2) a published notice 
announcing MTC’s proposed overall goal before submission to FTA.  The notice must be 
posted on MTC’s official web site.  If the proposed goal changes following review by the 
FTA, the revised goal must be posted on MTC’s official internet web site.  
 
Consultation 
The Metropolitan Transportation Commission in collaboration with the Santa Clara Valley 
Transportation Authority presented MTC’s DBE methodology at the Disadvantaged and 
Small Business Summit on March 22, 2019. The Business Outreach Committee (BOC) is a 
consortium of San Francisco Bay Area Transit and Transportation Agencies. The BOC 
members, conducted a joint consultation meeting on April 2, 2019.  Members of trade 
associations, chambers of commerce, builders’ exchanges, and technical resource groups 
in the Bay Area were invited to the consultation meeting.  Some of the topics discussed 
at the meeting included: the organizations’ experience with DBE certification programs, 
the number of DBE constituents in their organization, and suggested race-neutral 
contracting practices. Comments were received and documented from meeting 
attendees; however, there were no comments that warranted a modification to MTC’s 
goal setting approach.  Appendix A – Consultation Meeting, includes documentation of 
the agenda, groups invited, groups attended and comments received during the meeting.  
The BOC also conducted a public participation meeting later in the day on April 2, 2016 to 
present the goal setting process and solicit public comment.  Documentation regarding 
the public participation meeting is also part of Appendix A. 
 
Publication 
A published notice announcing the proposed overall goal was posted on MTC’s website 
prior to the original August 1, 2019 submittal.  Appendix B – Publication, contains 
documentation of the notices published on the MTC website prior to MTC’s submission 
of its DBE Methodology to the Federal Transit Administration on August 1, 2019. 
 
DBE regulations grant recipients the discretion to inform the public that the proposed 
overall goal and its rationale are available for inspection during normal business hours at 
their principal office and for a 30-day comment period.  The FFY 2020 – FFY 2022 DBE goal 
and methodology was made available for inspection on MTC’s website and comments on 
the goal methodology will be accepted for a 30-day period.  Additionally, MTC will consult 
with the DBE community and hold a public participation stakeholder meeting within 60 
days of the submission of the revised Triennial Goal and Methodology.  All comments 
received during the public participation process will be analyzed by MTC to determine if 
revisions to the overall goal are warranted. 
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Proposed Overall DBE Goal Breakdown 

The proposed overall FFY 2020-22 DBE Goal for the MTC is 5%, which is one percentage points 
lower than the previous 6% DBE goal submitted to FTA on March, 2017. 
 
The DBE regulations require a projection of the portions of the overall goal expected to be met 
through race (and gender)-neutral and race (and gender)-conscious measures.  Regulations 
additionally require that the maximum feasible portion of the overall goal be attained through 
race (and gender)-neutral measures. 
 
Caltrans is currently conducting a disparity study that was not completed in time to be used to 
develop this goal methodology.  Therefore, MTC has continued to rely upon the 2014 Caltrans 
Disparity Study for FTA Contracts found evidence of discrimination.  The 2014 disparity study 
determined the disparity index for minority and women-owned business enterprise utilization.  A 
disparity index of 100 indicates parity between utilization and availability for a particular group 
for a specific set of contracts.  A disparity index of less than 100 may indicate a disparity between 
utilization and availability, and disparities of less than 80 may be considered substantial disparity.  
Disparity indices are generally equated using the following formula: 

  
% 𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊 𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑊𝑊𝑜𝑜𝑊𝑊 

% 𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎𝑅𝑅𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅𝑁𝑁𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑎𝑎𝑅𝑅
 X 100 = disparity index 

 
The 2014 Caltrans disparity study calculated disparity indices for minority and women business-
owned groups on FTA-funded contracts2.  The overall disparity for all groups was 91 ([10.4 
utilization ÷ 11.4 availability] X 100), which means these groups received approximately 90 
percent of the contract dollars that might be expected to be received based on their availability 
for those contracts.  This leaves an approximate 10% disparity to be eliminated in order to reach 
parity.  MTC will factor this statistical index data from the disparity study to calculate its portion 
of the overall goal to be met race (and gender)-neutrally.  Based on the Caltrans disparity study, 
MTC will presume that it can meet 90 percent of its overall goal of 5 percent through race (and 
gender)-neutral measures.  Therefore, the DBE goal split equates to 4.5% race neutral and 0.5% 
race conscious.  The numbers will be rounded to 4% race neutral and 1% race conscious3. 

MTC will re-evaluate its DBE goal calculation for FFY 2020-2022 when Caltrans completes its 2019 
disparity study to determine whether its goal should be revised. 

 

                                                           
2 Source: BBC Research & Consulting availability and utilization analyses. 
3 DBE regulation §26.45(h) requires that overall goals must provide for participation by all certified DBEs and must 
not be subdivided into group-specific goals. Program exemptions and waiver provisions are outlined in DBE 
regulation §26.15. Hispanic and Subcontinent Asian American-owned firms were found to have no disparity in the 
Caltrans study. MTC will continue to monitor participation of these groups in MTC’s race conscious activities and 
seek a waiver to exclude these groups in accordance with §26.15, if necessary. 
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Race-Neutral Implementation Measures 

MTC will continue to utilize race-neutral methods to facilitate DBE participation by: 1) 
participating in DBE workshops and outreach efforts, 2) publishing all contracting opportunities 
on the MTC website (https://mtc.bonfirehub.com/portal/?tab=openOpportunities), and 3) 
reviewing pending solicitations to determine the feasibility of breaking the proposed contract into 
smaller scopes of work aimed at providing more opportunities for DBE and small business 
participation.  As needed, the DBE Liaison Officer will assist prospective contractors to identify 
DBEs and SBEs that are ready, willing, and able to subcontract.    
 
The MTC website (http://mtc.ca.gov/about-mtc/doing-business-mtc/current-contract-vendor-
opportunities) has been made easier to navigate since MTC’s last Triennial Goal and Methodology 
report and includes information on current, upcoming, and recently awarded contracts including 
awardees and contract amount.  The website now allows firms to register online to receive 
notifications of procurements when they are issued.  MTC’s DBE program, BOC newsletters, “Tips 
for Responding to MTC Procurements,” notices of upcoming events, and information on projects 
that receive funding from MTC, but are administered and contracted through other 
transportation and local agencies in the nine-county Bay Area are also posted on the website.   
 
MTC mails notices of procurements to DBEs, and as a member of the BOC and Caltrans District 4 
Calmentor program, MTC actively participates with other agencies in DBE and SBE outreach 
efforts.  Events that MTC planned and/or participated in the last federal fiscal year include:  

1. Meet the Primes Networking event on October 10, 2018; 
2. Caltrans Calmentor Meeting on October 25, 2018; 
3. County of Santa Clara Business Diversity Fair on November 2, 2018; 
4. Caltrans Calmentor Meeting on January 24, 2019;  
5. Disadvantaged and Small Business Summit on March 22, 2019; 
6. Consultation meeting on April 2, 2019;  
7. Public Participation Session to provide information on upcoming transportation projects 

and provide input in the DBE goal-setting process on April 2, 2019;  
8. Caltrans Calmentor meeting and annual luncheon on May 3, 2019; and  
9. Public Agency Night on May 22, 2019. Public Agency Night on May 22, 2019.  

 

https://mtc.bonfirehub.com/portal/?tab=openOpportunities
http://mtc.ca.gov/about-mtc/doing-business-mtc/current-contract-vendor-opportunities
http://mtc.ca.gov/about-mtc/doing-business-mtc/current-contract-vendor-opportunities
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BOC Public Participation Meeting
April 2, 2019 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM

AC Transit, Oakland, CA 
Initials Last Name First Name E-mail Job Title Company Work Address City State Zip Phone Certifications
 Babcock Tania tbabcock@eccta.org Civil Rights Officer/DBE Liaison Officer Tri Delta Transit 801 Wilbur Avenue Antioch CA 94509 925-754-6622
 Brazil Liz liz.brazil@vta.gov Manager of Business Diversity Programs VTA 3331 North First Street San Jose CA 95134 408-321-5874
 Campos Luz lcampos@bayareametro.gov Compliance & Outreach Specialist MTC 375 Beale Street, Suite 800 San Francisco CA 94105 415-778-5390
 Furnary Mike mike@westcat.org Grants & Compliance Manager WestCat 601 Walter Avenue Pinole CA 94564 510-724-5551
 Halley Phillip phalley@actransit.org Contracts Compliance Administrator AC Transit 1600 Franklin Street Oakland CA 94612 51-891-7164
 Medina Olga olga.medina@vta.org Management Analyst VTA 3331 North First Street San Jose CA 95134 408-321-7534
 Moore-Green Brooklyn bpmgreen@actransit.org Associate Management Analyst AC Transit 1600 Franklin Street Oakland CA 94612 510-891-7231
 Senigor Todd todd.senigor@sfmta.com Contracts Compliance Officer SFMTA 576 2nd Avenue San Francisco CA 94118 415-646-2013
 Sin Hoa hsin@bart.gov Programs Manager BART 300 Lakeside Drive, 16th Floor Oakland CA 94612 510-464-7538
 Towner Joseph jtowner@bart.gov Program Manager BART 300 Lakeside Drive, 16th Floor Oakland CA 94612 510-987-5210
 Ybarra Dennis dennis@soltransride.com Program Analyst II SolTrans 311 Sacramento Street Vallejo CA 94590 707-736-6984

mailto:tbabcock@eccta.org
mailto:liz.brazil@vta.gov
mailto:lcampos@bayareametro.gov
mailto:mike@westcat.org
mailto:phalley@actransit.org
mailto:olga.medina@vta.org
mailto:bpmgreen@actransit.org
mailto:todd.senigor@sfmta.com
mailto:hsin@bart.gov
mailto:jtowner@bart.gov
mailto:dennis@soltransride.com
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BOC Consultation Meeting 
April 2, 2019, 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. 

Alameda Contra Costa Transit District 
1600 Franklin Street (Board Room), Oakland, CA 94612 

Organization 

V .ScE. 1tvC-, 

Contact Number 
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57 o. ��c Qx..}( 

go. ff/I -723)

E-mail

c,... q eJ, J er r(e? \J 5 e, e i ,, c. co "'1

CC,k� � vsce,kc- �

Renee Kulick   NVTA    707-257-8780 rkulick@nvta.ca.gov
Luz Campos   MTC     415-778-5390 lcampos@bayareametro.gov
Artemise Davenport  GGBHTD    415-257-4581 adavenport@goldengate.org



 
Business Outreach Committee (BOC) 

A Consortium of Bay Area Transit and Transportation Agencies 
 

CONSULTATION MEETING 2019 
 

Tuesday, April 2, 2019 
 12:00 PM – 1:00 PM  

 
Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit)  

1600 Franklin Street, Board Room 
Oakland, CA 94612 

 
MINUTES 

  
1. Introduction/Background 

• Artemise Davenport (BOC Chair/GGBHTD) began the meeting and gave a brief background of the BOC 
and the purpose of the consultation meeting.  
 

• BOC member agency introductions:  
o Artemise Davenport, Golden Gate Bridge, Highway & Transportation District (GGBHTD) 
o Brooklyn Moore-Green, Alameda Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit) 
o Phillip Halley, Alameda Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit) 
o Tania Babcock, Eastern Contra Costa Transit Authority (Tri-Delta Transit) 
o Mike Furnary, Western Contra Costa Transit Authority (WestCat) 
o Sheila Evans-Peguese, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) 
o Todd Senigor, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) 
o Olga Medina, Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) 
o Liz Brazil, Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) 
o Dennis Ybarra, Solano County Transit (SolTrans) 
o Joseph Towner, San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) 
o Hoa Sin, San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) 
o Renee Kulick, Napa Valley Transportation Authority (NVTA) 
o Lauren Gularte, San Francisco Bay Ferry/Water Emergency Transportation Authority (WETA) 
o Kristina Martinez, Central Contra Costa Transit Authority (County Connection) 
o Luz Campos, Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) 

 
• Participant introductions:  

o Adam Gehlert, VSCE, Inc.  
o Cheryl Chambers, VSCE, Inc.  

 
 



 
2. Roundtable Discussion  

• Proposed Roundtable Discussion Topics  
o What are the major barriers for your members in competing for contracting opportunities? 
o What trades are there a lack/plethora of DBE participation? 
o What types of technical assistance do your members need most?  
o Do you have suggestions for resources and references that the BOC should develop, maintain, and 

disseminate to your members? 
o How can the Business Outreach Committee assist you in your mission? 

 
• Artemise Davenport (GGBHTD) began the discussion by letting participants know each of the agencies 

present were in the process of establishing their three-year overall DBE goals for FFY 2020-2022. The BOC is 
seeking feedback from participants on items such as:  
o Issues within the DBE/SBE community.  
o Challenges to the DBE program.  
o What agencies can do to assist DBE/SBEs.  

 
• Adam Gehlert (VSCE, Inc.) asked how the BOC could better reach contractors since his firm was the only 

participant in attendance during this session. Ms. Davenport noted that the BOC utilizes a variety of avenues 
to get information out, including mass e-mail distribution. Individual agencies also have registration options 
on their respective websites to receive notifications of events, procurements, etc. Mr. Gehlert stated that it 
would be great to have one main website (at least at the regional level) of all agency contracting 
opportunities instead of having to register through each individual website.  

 
• Sheila Evans-Peguese (SFMTA) asked VSCE how they get in front of job opportunities before they hit the 

street. Mr. Gehlert replied that they participate in many networking opportunities and agency events. Liz 
Brazil (VTA) noted match-making events to build connections with prime contractors. Ms. Davenport also 
noted that the BOC may consider fine-tuning its annual “Meet the Primes” events to create more 1-on-1 
opportunities/interviews for DBEs/SBEs and prime contractors.  

 
• Cheryl Chambers (VSCE, Inc.) stated that DBEs need assistance on financial forms in the procurement 

process if they have not done it before. Ms. Evans-Peguese asked if it would be helpful for agencies to hold 
separate sessions to assist in completing all required forms. Ms. Chambers answered yes, indicating all 
involved departments should be present at those meetings.  

 
• Phillip Halley (AC Transit) asked VSCE what types of financial requirements they have for firms they work 

with. Mr. Gehlert stated they generally have payment mechanisms in place that are consistent with state 
law. Agencies asked how others were encouraging their primes to submit bills on time and what types of 
different payment mechanisms were there to ensure subcontractors were being paid on time and primes 
were being held accountable. Ms. Brazil noted that one payment mechanism was through the use of an 
escrow account to ensure subcontractors were being paid on time. This is something agencies can consider 
during the contract negotiations process.  

 
• Artemise Davenport (GGBHTD) asked if VSCE had any suggestions for resources and how the BOC could 

assist. Ms. Chambers noted more outreach and partnering up with different organizations (i.e. Conference 
of Minority Transportation Officials (COMTO)).  

 



• Cheryl Chambers (VSCE) asked what the difference was between both sessions being held. Ms. Davenport 
explained the first session was geared towards business organizations, chambers of commerce, etc. that 
may be able to provide feedback on the DBE/SBE communities they work with. The second session is open 
to the general public and DBE/SBE community where they are able to comment on the goal-setting 
methodology agencies use to establish their overall goals and/or the DBE Program in general.  

 
• Phillip Halley (AC Transit) asked VSCE how busy their organization was at this time. He noted that AC Transit 

has had a number of solicitations with a lack of, or no bids. He sought input on different advertising 
strategies and how other agencies were getting their information out.  

 
ADJOURNMENT  

 
 



 
Business Outreach Committee (BOC) 

A Consortium of Bay Area Transit and Transportation Agencies 
 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION MEETING 2019 
Establishing Overall Triennial DBE Goal for Federal Fiscal Year (FFY) 2020-2022 

 

Tuesday, April 2, 2019 
 2:00 PM – 3:00 PM  

 

Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit)  
1600 Franklin Street, Board Room 

Oakland, CA 94612 
 

MINUTES 
  

1. Introduction/Background 

 Artemise Davenport (BOC Chair/GGBHTD) began the meeting and gave a brief background of the BOC 

and the purpose of the public participation meeting.  
 

 BOC member agency introductions:  

o Artemise Davenport, Golden Gate Bridge, Highway & Transportation District (GGBHTD) 

o Brooklyn Moore-Green, Alameda Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit) 

o Phillip Halley, Alameda Contra Costa Transit District (AC Transit) 

o Tania Babcock, Eastern Contra Costa Transit Authority (Tri-Delta Transit) 

o Mike Furnary, Western Contra Costa Transit Authority (WestCat) 

o Sheila Evans-Peguese, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) 

o Todd Senigor, San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) 

o Olga Medina, Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) 

o Liz Brazil, Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) 

o Dennis Ybarra, Solano County Transit (SolTrans) 

o Joseph Towner, San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) 

o Hoa Sin, San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) 

o Renee Kulick, Napa Valley Transportation Authority (NVTA) 

o Lauren Gularte, San Francisco Bay Ferry/Water Emergency Transportation Authority (WETA) 

o Kristina Martinez, Central Contra Costa Transit Authority (County Connection) 

o Luz Campos, Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) 
 

2. Presentation: DBE Program Triennial Goal-Setting Methodology 

 Olga Medina (VTA) provided an overview on the goal-setting methodology used by agencies in 

establishing their DBE goals. This included identifying contracting opportunities, setting a base figure, 

and making any adjustments as necessary. The presentation also included each participating agency’s 

proposed goal as of that date.  



 
3. Presentation: Nor-Cal PTAC 

 K. Patrice Williams of Norcal Procurement Technical Assistance Center (PTAC) provided an overview of a 
no-cost service available to DBEs. These support services include bid matching, strategic planning, 
procurement counseling, and assistance with bid proposals/submittals.  
 

4. Public Comments, Q&A 

 Are race-neutral goals being phased out? Are you finding more success in race-conscious goals?  
o Sheila Evans-Peguese stated yes, however, race-conscious must be justified through a narrowly 

tailored disparity study.  
 

 Artemise Davenport (GGBHTD) noted that these proposed goals are not confirmed as each agency 
continues to work through their respective departments. Each agency will publish their final proposed 
goals for thirty (30) days on their individual websites.  

 

 How does WestCat have a 0% proposed goal? This does not look good from an outside perspective  
o Mike Furnary stated that WestCat does not anticipate receiving federal funding to use on its 

upcoming contracting opportunities. They anticipate using federal dollars for the purchase of 
vehicles, which is not included in this goal-setting process. Transit Vehicle Manufacturers (TVMs) 
are required to establish their own DBE goals.  
 

 Is there anywhere on your website(s) where we can see past DBE participation/goal attainment? It 
would help to see the attainment and how DBE’s could help achieve those goals.  

o Proposed goals will be posted on individual agency websites. In addition, most agencies report 
to their Board of Directors or Committees, the status of goal attainment and DBE participation 
for the fiscal year.  

o Liz Brazil (VTA) also noted that the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) website lists its top fifty 
(50) grantees past goals and attainment. 

o Artemise Davenport stated she would create a list to include DBE goals and attainment for each 
agency in attendance and will post to the Golden Gate Bridge District’s website.  
 

 This is a request for all agencies to make a coordinated effort in creating one major report that captures 
cumulative data related to the DBE program. This may include progress, challenges, participation, 
payments, etc. There are challenges with DBEs and SBEs being paid on time. The program should help 
small businesses grow and profit in the State of California. 
 

 What level of tier are DBEs participating on contracts? How can DBEs move from the 5th or 6th tier to the 
1st or 2nd tier?  

o Sheila Evans-Peguese (SFMTA) responded that although it is encouraged, it can be a challenge to 
unbundle contracts.  
 

 I am not a DBE, but a SBE. What resources are available to SBEs?  
o Most agencies have a separate SBE component or program. There are also SBE goals on 

contracts.  
 

 How do you start looking at teams before a RFP is even put out? Most are already formed beforehand.  
o Artemise Davenport (GGBHTD) responded that the BOC will be looking into creating more 

opportunities to help DBEs/SBEs build more working relationships through events such as 
matchmaking, networking, and interviews/1-on-1 with primes.  

o Sheila Evans-Peguese (SFMTA) encouraged reaching out to project managers at the specific 
agency and to primes in advance. Luz Campos (MTC) noted that MTC has a vendor database 
used during the procurement process, which will list everyone interested in a specific project. 
Artemise Davenport mentioned GGBHTD uses the same procurement portal as MTC. 
 



 Our firm is interested in a SFMTA solicitation and have begun the process of reaching out to DBEs. Not 
all DBEs will call back/respond or are not interested, etc. What can we do?  

o Sheila Evans-Peguese (SFMTA) encouraged reaching out to the agency for assistance. Some 
DBEs need to update their phone numbers, have moved, etc.  

 

5. ADDITIONAL NETWORKING & ADJOURNMENT  
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The San Francisco Bay Area’s Business Outreach Committee (BOC) was formed in November 2007, with 
the mission to help DBE and other small and/or local companies to expand their businesses by developing 
relationships with transit agency staffs and the contracting community of the San Francisco Bay Area.  Its 
membership has grown to include twenty two agencies including:   
 

1. Alameda County Transportation 
Commission (ACTC) 

2. Alameda Contra Costa Transit District 
(AC Transit) 

3. California High-Speed Rail Authority 
4. Central Contra Costa Transit 

Authority (CCCTA) 
5. City of Rio Vista / Delta Breeze 
6. Golden Gate Bridge Highway and 

Transportation District (GGBHTD) 
7. Livermore Amador Valley Transit 

Authority (LAVTA) 
8. Marin Transit 
9. Metropolitan Transportation 

Commission (MTC) 
10. Napa Valley Transportation Authority 

(NVTA) 
11. San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit 

District (BART) 

12. San Francisco County Transportation 
Authority (SFCTA) 

13. San Francisco Municipal 
Transportation Agency (SFMTA  

14. San Mateo County Transit District 
(SamTrans) 

15. Santa Clara Valley Transportation 
Authority (VTA) 

16. Santa Cruz Metro (SCMTD) 
17. Santa Rosa City Bus (SRCITY) 
18. Solano County Transit (SolTrans) 
19. Sonoma-Marin Area RAIL Transit 

District (SMART) 
20. Transbay Joint Powers Authority 

(TJPA) 
21. Water Emergency Transportation 

Authority (WETA) 
22. Western Contra Costa Transit 

Authority (WESTCAT) 

The BOC sent approximately 20,916 email invitations to a consultation meeting and public participation 
session held on April 2, 2019, at AC Transit Board Room.  Invitations to the consultant meeting were sent 
to 160 community organizations and small business resources centers.  Invitations to the public 
participation session were sent to 20,916 firms in the CUCP DBE listing, minority and women businesses, 
DOT grantees, and consultants/contractors registered in MTC’s vendor database.     
 
Of the 1 firm that attended the consultation meeting and 24 firms that attended the public participation 
meeting, many commenters emphasized the need for more outreach to the DBE community, and the 
need for notification about upcoming procurement activities.  Other issues mentioned by commenters 
included:    
• How goals are set;  
• Validity of CUCP database; 
• DBE workshops for program overview and certification process; 
• Lack of consequences for agencies not meeting DBE goals; 
• Assistance/training for DBE firms on required forms in the procurement process; 
• Transparency of actual DBE/SBE utilization;  
• Length of time needed to obtain DBE certification;  
• Prime contractors having pre-identified DBE/SBE subcontractors making it extremely difficult to get 

work;   
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• Suppliers being considered dealers, thus allowing only a portion of participation to count towards DBE 
goals;   

• Central database or place where firms can find out about, and sign up for contracting opportunities 
for all the regional transportation agencies;  

• Difficulty in identifying and establishing a working relationship with the prime contractors bidding on 
federally funded projects; and    

• How to find out about upcoming contracting opportunities before bid issuance.   
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